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Flooding Update
This update goes to everyone on the LCA mailing list and will be 
published on the village website.  It supplements the advice issued on
12 February.

Current Situation  
The worst of the rain has passed and there are no specific flood 
warnings for this area at present, although the level of the River Test 
is still forecast to rise because of further surges upstream.  
Groundwater levels are exceptionally high and are expected to remain
so for some time.  As a result, the main sewer is inundated with 
groundwater.
 
 Southern Water have been tankering near the Shop and the Plough 
but the tankers have not been able to keep up with the flow and the 
sewer has been overflowing into the street.  That, plus surface water 
run-off every time it rains, have led to floods in the main road and Mill
Lane, and springs have created a stream in Sugar Lane.  
Most people take great care when driving through floods, but vehicles 
make bow waves that damage property and wash the verges into the 
drains, thereby creating blockages that make the floods worse.

TVBC have supplied sandbags where requested, and a small number 
of homes have been damaged by groundwater.  Some households 
have also had problems with loos not working, but overall we are 
much better off than some other villages.

What Is Being Done About It?
We are very grateful to our Borough Councillor, our County Councillor 
and our MP who have lobbied for help.  As a result, the sewer and the 
drains are being jetted and we anticipate that Southern Water will 
start controlled 'overpumping' from the sewer into the river in the 
next few days, thus reducing the need for tankering and helping those
who have had problems with their loos.

What Can I do To Help?
We still need to work together to reduce the risks, so:
 

Please Slow Down!
When driving through flood waters please drive extremely slowly, using first  

gear and the clutch, but keeping the revs high.  This will help to avoid 
houses being flooded and pedestrians being drenched.  Remember also:

Flood Waters In Longparish May Be Contaminated
With Sewage
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Minimise Load On The Sewer!
Please reduce pressure on the main sewer by minimising the use of 
baths, washing machines, loo flushing, etc.  This will cut down the 
amount flowing into it which will help to alleviate the situation and 
prevent worse problems later on.
Are The Floods A Health Hazard?
Advice is available on the Hampshire County Council and Public 
Health England websites.  See:
http://www.hpa.org.uk/web/HPAweb&HPAwebStandard/HPAweb_C/121
3686561005 
and
 http://www3.hants.gov.uk/flooding-health-advice  
The good news is that infection problems arising from floods in this 
country are rare. Usually any harmful bugs in floodwater become very
diluted and present a low risk, but there are a few precautions to be 
aware of when dealing with flooding which should prevent 
unnecessary additional health problems:

• Wherever possible, try to avoid coming into direct contact with 
floodwater. If you have to go into the water, wear waterproof 
gloves and rubber boots and remember to be careful of 
potentially concealed hazards.

• Wash your hands – this is the most important way to get rid of 
harmful bugs. Use warm, clean water and soap, then rinse and 
dry your hands after going to the toilet, before eating or 
preparing food, after being in contact with floodwater, sewage 
or with items that have been in the water. 

• Keep open cuts or sores clean and use waterproof plasters to 
prevent them being exposed to floodwater.

• Keep children out of the water.  For example playing football at 
the bus shelter is a bad idea.

• Do not eat any food that has been in contact with floodwater or 
sewage. 
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